JUNKET
NUTRITIOUS
HEALTHFUL
DELICIOUS
DAINTY

EASILY MADE WITH CHR. HANSEN'S JUNKET TABLETS
SOLD BY GROCERS AND DRUGGISTS.
CHR. HANSEN'S
PURE FOOD FLAVORS

ONE of the most healthful and delicious dishes for breakfast
or dessert can be prepared from one quart of dishes for breakfast.
no boiling, and one Junket Tablet. When it requires no baking.
our recipe. no eggs, and one Junket Tablet. When it requires no baking.
It makes the most delicious
A charming booklet,
giving many new recipes is given
of ten tablets.
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For that Over-Full Feeling

If your druggist or grocer does not keep or will not get our preparations, they
parents should be directed to the place where they are sold.
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